Introduction
Cortico-muscular coherence (CMC) analysis is greatly concerned in recent years as it can provide some advantage in neuromuscular research. Since the early 1990s, extensive studies of cortico-muscular interpreted that EEG-EMG coherence is diverse among alpha-, beta-, and gamma-range [1] . Over the last decade, the CMC research mainly concentrated on specific tasks. As revealed by Hashimoto (2010), the task-related EEG power increasing during motor execution and motor imagery grow with the EEG-EMG coherence peaks [2] . In respect of clinic, it was found that a wide range of cortical regions may influence EMG activity in the affected muscles after stroke [3] . Here, the authors analyze the EEG from C3/C4 channels and the sEMG from flexor digitorum superficialis in different motion modes (voluntary, median nerve stimulated and imaginary motion) and intervals to demonstrate internal relation and mechanism of coupling fluctuation between central and muscular systems.
Methods
Experimental Design: Ten right handed healthy volunteers were recruited to participate in this research aging between 23 -27 years. All subjects were fully rested. Each subject was seated in a chair with a straight back. The experiment collected EEG from C3/C4 channels using A1/A2 as reference. Attached to the subject's arm, two FES electrodes outputted pulses in the median nerve stimulation mode. During the experiment, subjects were asked to perform four modes of tasks under each interval (2s and 10s): (1) remain in a resting state (2) be stimulated median nerve with a pulse of 100μS width and 0.5Hz at an increasing current which begins with 5mA (3) twist the middle finger of right hand briskly (4) imagine twisting the middle finger of right hand. In each task, EEG and sEMG were sampled for 60s. Figure 1 : An example of the PDC analysis of subject S1 under short-interval stimulated motion mode. The horizontal axis represents the source of PDC, while the vertical represents the target which has a rage from 0 to 1. Diagrams on diagonal were auto power spectrums of EEG or sEMG.
Signal Processing: To get pure EEG and sEMG signals, band-pass filters are adopted (EEG: 0.5Hz-40Hz, sEMG: 5Hz-200Hz). In the stimulation mode sEMG signal should be treated with a different process since the FES electrodes are quite close to the recording electrodes. To this end, a two-point peak threshold detection algorithm is used in pre-processing in order to eliminate the stimulus artifact of FES. Partial Directed Coherence (PDC) is an approach to describe the concept of Grange causality in the frequency-domain. PDC is applied in data analysis as a means of estimating the relevancy between multivariate neural systems [4] . A PDC diagram (see Fig. 1 ) can give a visually description of the causal analysis result. An improved cross-correlation coefficient which overcomes the limitation of 40Hz is also applied to evaluate the correlation using the following formulae: 
here Sc1,c2(f1f2) is the cross-spectrum for c1 at a frequency f1 and c2 at a frequency f2. With improved crosscorrelation algorithm, we can calculate the coefficient of the 0-40Hz EEG and the 0-200Hz EMG. The top 5% cross-correlation coefficients were chosen to be the extreme points of coherence that were divided to alpha-, beta-, and gamma-range. The extreme points of each band range were summed as an evaluating index. Following comparative experiments were discussed under each interval (2s and 10s): (1) voluntary motion (2) stimulated motion (3) imaginary motion.
Results
The EEG-EMG correlation can be measured by the PDC coefficient which is shown in Figure 2 . In order to be more reliable, a statistical average of subjects was used as final comprehensive assessment indicator. In voluntary motion, an opposite brain activity was the cause of sEMG, and sEMG was the cause in stimulated motion which had a higher EEG-sEMG PDC coefficient. There were no significant relationships between EEG and sEMG signals in imaginary motion mode, which could possibly be explained that sEMG signal was weak without a motion. In all three modes, we found that there was a communication between left and right brain, while ipsilateral EEG was not associated with sEMG. When the time interval was considered as a variable, short-interval PDC coefficient performed more dramatically than the long-interval one. One possible reason is that the neurons in the brain are activated all the time in the short-interval mode; however, neurons had enough time to be calm and adequate rest in the long-interval mode. For the comparison of extreme points of coherence, betarange gained the most points (see Fig. 3 ). The analysis result under the stimulated demonstrated the same tendency with the PDC analysis.
Discussion
The purpose of this research is to explore the correlation between EEG and sEMG in different time intervals and different movement modes. Through the combination analysis, it was found that there was high causality under the short time and stimulation mode, which may be relevant to the EEG information overlapping under short time interval movement and more excited brain neutrons and higher domination for limbs movement. The research conclusion may contribute to a better understanding of motor and coordination abilities of human neuromuscular system and may provide a reference for the clinical rehabilitation treatment protocol in the future.
